Projects
- Epic Energy Pipeline to Moomba (SA)
- APT (Australian Pipeline Trust) to Moomba and QLD

Employment
- Construction workforce – peak 1,200
- Operations workforce – about 40

Size of Projects
- Epic Energy Pipeline to Moomba (SA)
  - 2,200 kilometres and 650kms Gas to Gove lateral
  - Cost estimated at $A1.5B (includes pipeline to Gove)
  - Customers – up to 170 PJ per annum

- APT (Australian Pipeline Trust)
  - About 3,600 kilometres to Queensland (Mount Isa, Townsville, Gladstone) then to Moomba
  - Staged approach to pipeline development
  - Total cost estimated at $A2.4B (includes pipeline to Gove)
  - Customers – up to 170 PJ per annum
Market Facts

- Declining production from Cooper Basin indicates shortfall of gas supply to meet demand in Southern and Eastern Australia
- Currently Cooper Basin supplies Adelaide, Sydney, Canberra and other regional centres
- Gippsland Basin is finding some markets, including Tasmania
- Otway Basin discoveries considered short-term supply option
- A number of existing Cooper Basin contracts expire January 2006.
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